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Vibro Hammer PVE 2316 VM 

Vibro Hammer and engine unit PVE 
23 16 VM 

Is a Vibro Hammer set consisting of a Vibro 
Hammer and engine unit. Vibro Hammer op-
eration principle is high-frequency vibration 
caused by variable eccentric moment. 

Vibro Hammer is preferably used for vibration 
pile driving, or pulling out, with vibration envi-
ronment impact reduced to a minimum.

Such vibration operation is required in numer-
ous urban environments.

The vibration principle consists in a number of 
eccentrics revolving with a specified RPM inside 
the hammer structure. The design facilitates po-
sition adjustment for separate eccentrics, thus 
allowing the resulting force moment to be 
adjusted steplessly between 0 and a specified 
maximum value.

PVE 2316 VM operating principle: 

While the RPM (vibration frequency) is be-
ing increased from 0 to the required value, 
the eccentric moment is kept at 0. 

Once the required RPM was achieved, eccen-
trics adjust their relative positions and the ham-
mer starts to vibrate.  This sequence is reverted 
while braking the hammer. 

The benefit consists in vibration being gen-
erated no earlier than for the required RPM.  
No vibration is generated in the start and stop 
phases. 

As low-frequency vibration is the most harm-
ful to the environment, this method provides 
with a significant vibration impact reduction 
for buildings located next to the site. The same 
positive effect is valid for the crane with Vibro 
Hammer installed. The crane jib is exposed to 
the start/stop phase vi bration to a lesser ex-
tent than with a traditional  Vibro Hammer. 

RPM (vibration frequency) and eccentric mo-
ment can be adjusted thus determining the 
amplitude (stroke length). 
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Specifications:

Basic technical data for Vibro Hammer:

Model:  PYE 2316 VM
Eccentric moment:  0-16 kGm
Max. frequency:  2300 RPM
Max. centrifugal force:  928 kN
Max. amplitude (without foot):  15 mm
Max. hammer static load:  30 ton
Hammer weight without foot, revolving plate, ballast:  3000 kg
Gripper weight (one pc):  750 kg
Revolving plate weight:  650 kg
Total hydraulic hose weight:  450 kg
Ballast weight (two pcs):  1900 kg
Weight in transport configuration with: one gripper, 
revolving plate, ballast, hoses:  6750 kg

Please note that, while calculating Vibro Hammer weight on the hook and/or jib, the weight of lifted hoses should be added. 

Basic technical data for engine unit:  
Model:  450
Dimensions:  See drawing
Weight:  4200 kg

Standard equipment: 
• Fuel oil tank 
• Revolving plate 
• Additional ballast 
• One gripper 
• Connector for Hitachi 125 and Banut 500
• 10” container

Additional equipment:

• Double grippers 
• Single gripper for HE 300B profiles
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Additional ballast 
To be joined with Vibro Hammer by screws (total 2 pcs.)
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While operating whith revolv-
ing plate.
Distance from the centreline 
to the machine extemal edge 
is 650 mm.
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Revolving plate and ballast:

Machine is equipped with a revolving plate facilitating 90 degrees rotation for the hydraulic 
gripper.  Additional ballast (total 1900 kg) can also be attached.

Connector:

Connector is used to join the Vibro Hammer, which facilitates attaching he hammer to the 
pile driver leader. 

Vibro Hammer installed with: connector, additional ballast, revolving plate.
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Aarsleff Sp. z o.o.
 Primary activity is the 
design and execution of spe-
cialist foundation work. Our 
key objective is to provide 
our Clients with reliable and 
professional services and to 
do our utmost to be a consid-
ered and trustworthy partner.
 A further advantage is 
our possibility to revert to a 
years-long experience of a 
number of European compa-
nies owned by the concern 
PER AARSLEFF A/S based 
in Denmark, including other 
piling companies that oper-
ate in the UK, Germany and 
Sweden. The total number of 
precast reinforced concrete 
piles produced and installed 
annually by PER AARSLEFF’s 
subsidiaries amounts to over 
1,000,000 lm. Furthermore, 
we offer services related to 
the design and installation 
of sheet piles and sheet pile 
walls used for the construc-
tion of harbour infrastructure, 
tunnels, retaining walls and 
protection of deep founda-
tion trenches.
 With our rich experience, 
professional staff, excellent 
organization skill and hi-tech 
equipment, we can guarantee 
a high quality of our services 
and prompt completion of 
work.


